Ceres Imaging
University-validated science, high-resolution
imagery, and expert support make Ceres
Imaging the most accurate and most reliable
provider of aerial insights for agriculture.
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From imagery to action
We combine high-resolution, multispectral

Our products are validated by

aerial imagery with analytics tools to help

independent researchers and field-tested

you reduce costs and optimize yields.

by commercial growers.

WAT E R S T R E S S
Our Water Stress Index combines scientific-grade multispectral
imagery with proprietary algorithms to produce an accurate and
intuitive measure of crop stress in real time.

CHLOROPHYL L
More sensitive to nutrient differences than NDVI imagery, the
Chlorophyll Index informs targeted tissue sampling, early yield

I M AG E RY

predictions in row crops, and fertility management.

THERMAL
Unlike similar products derived from satellite data, scientificgrade imagery from our plane-mounted thermal cameras can
detect minute differences in temperature at a plant level.

NDVI
Our meticulous attention to detail—from sensor calibration to
image stitching and correction for atmospheric conditions—
makes our delivery of this benchmark imagery best in class.

“The average Ceres Imaging conductance measurement from its imagery
over the season has provided the best correlation with applied water.”
Blake Sanden, University of California Cooperative Extension

